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Abstract—Research on the location and extraction of the texts in complex background has important
significance in current information age. It has enriched image processing theory and shows great business
value in practical applications such as image and video searching in Internet environment as well as license
plate recognition in modern traffic management. How to rapidly and accurately locate and extract the text in
image and video with complicate background has become a global hot research topic. This essay take
approach from difficult problems encountered by text location and extraction in complicate background in
order to analyse text division, feature extraction and recognition processing. The essay also introduces
various methods of text location and extraction in complicate background.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of multimedia technology and computer network, the capacity
of digital image around the world is increasing at an alarming rate. A capacity of images equal to the number
of gigabytes is produced daily. These digital images contain a lot of useful information. Current computer
vision and artificial intelligence technology can not automatically mark the image but must rely on manual
annotation for image marking, which is not only time consuming but also often inaccurate or incomplete with
inevitable subjective bias. That is to say, different people have different understanding methods for the same
image, which leads to identification error in image retrieval. This requires a technology that can quickly and
accurately search for and access images, which is known as image retrieval. Therefore, how to quickly and
accurately locate and extract the text in complex background images and videos has become a hot
international research topic.
The complex background refers to (1) the background image(as opposed to other parts of the text) that
contains rich texture; (2) sometimes the text is embedded in the texture, and sometimes the text itself is the
texture; (3) the possible position, received light, direction, font, size and color of the texts are different, and
these information are a priori unknown before location and extraction. These three points are the challenge of
this study. If we can find solutions to these problems and construct the model used to locate and extract the
text, it would offer important implications to solving other similar complex mode detection problem.

2. Text Feature and Classification
2.1 Text feature
The features included in the text are very rich, as shown
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Figure 1. Text feature

in Figure 1. Which of these features are the most useful and how to use these feature is a key question that
needs to be studied in terms of text location and extraction.

2.2 Text classification
According to the source, image text is divided into two categories: one is called the scene text and the
other is called artificial text.
Scene text refers to the two-dimensional image of scene texts in the real three-dimensional world received
by a camera or video camera, such as the license in car pictures, shop signs that occasionally appear on the
video screen or texts on street advertisements. Uneven illumination, camera or video camera distortion, lack of
exposure and narrow dynamic range, titled shooting angle, uneven surface of three-dimensional texts and
various degrees of pollution and other reasons will all lead to low-quality images. Since character size, font,
color, direction and background texture of the text is a priori unknown, it is difficult to extract and identify
this type of text.
Artificial text is a man-made text, with more standard features and purposes, such as the artificial text in
synthesized images and the title sequence, epilogue and subtitles in videos. It can be seen that compared to
scene texts in videos, this kind of text has more significant content, which makes it easier to detect and
identify and play an important role in video retrieval. Therefore, we mostly use artificial text for the
processing of video texts.
In order to have a more detailed understanding of text location and extraction in complex background,
Figure 2 shows the difference in image source, color, background complexity and application between scene
text and artificial text. (Note: the text location and extraction within a single frame of dynamic images is
basically the same with that of static images.

Figure 2. Text classification
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3. Methods of Text Location and Extraction in Complex background
The study of text location and extraction in complex background originates from the extraction of street
signs, license plates, shop signs and cargo train signs by Ohya and others[1]. Later, through the identification
of cargo containers by Lee, Kankanhalli and others[2], the extraction of CD and book covers by Zhong, Karu,
Jain and others and the text extraction of www images by Jiangying Zhou, Daniel Lopresti and others[3], the
technology that could only process gray pictures before can no process color pictures and the complexity of
the processed background is increasingly high. In recent years, the focus of research is mainly www
images[3][4], natural images[1][2][5][6], and videos[7][8][9] (to face the problem of low resolution, in
particular, the problem of moving text in the extraction of video text). This new field attracts many researchers,
and new algorithms and methods are constantly appearing.

3.1 Connected component-based method
For connection-based text extraction method, it analyzes the geometric arrangement of edges or parts with
similar color-grayness, in order to detect text area. Due to the fact that texts have centralized sharp edges,
Smith and Kanade[10] define texts as horizontal boxes. Zhong et al[6] extracts texts as connected parts of a
single color, and they follow the restrictions on size and horizontal alignment. In a similar manner, Lienhart
and Stuber[8] identify text as parts connected in the same color. Within a special range of size, the text has
corresponding part in continuous video frames, and the motion estimation of adjacent frame will enhance the
effect of text extraction. Jian,Yu[11] separate video frames into different sub-images and then checked if each
sub-image contains certain predetermined heuristically searched text. The connected component-based
method quickly locate text, but when the text is embedded in complex background or exposed to other text or
images (especially when the video texts are embedded in complex background), then using this method will
lead to difficulties.

3.2 Texture-based method
Popular texture analysis methods such as Gabor filter[12], Gaussian filter[13] or spatialvariance[6] can be
used to locate the text area. Jain and Zhong[12][14] used distinct textures to determine and separate text,
graphics and images from scanned gray scale images. In [12], Jain describes using multi-channel based Gabor
filters to separate text and image areas. But Le[15] pointed out that Gabor filters are too computationally
intensive and cannot perform orthogonal decomposition. Besides, its choice of parameters is related to images,
which is not practical. Wu and Manmatha[13] proposed a Gaussian filter-based text extraction system. They
view texts as natural textures. After filtering, each pixel in the original image is represented by a feature vector,
which is composed of energy calculated from filtered images, and then these feature vectors are combined like
in K-means clustering method. Zhong et al[6] further used the texture feature of texts in grayscale images, for
each pixel, the text energy is defined as the horizontal spatial difference within a 1*n neighboring window.
This texture-based method is applied to many static images. Using texture-based method usually cannot result
in accurate text area.

3.3 Edge and corner-based method
An identifiable text area has strong contrast in color or brightness, which is to say that edge / corner
information is independent of contrast, font color, font size and other text features. In this way, edge / corner
becomes a more reliable feature than font color. Edge / corner has two characteristics: the strength of edge /
corner and the density of edge / angle. Edge-based[16][17][18][19] approach breaks down the text area by
analyzing the projection of edge strength. Corner-based[20] approach obtains corners image through cornersw
detection, then refines and consolidates corners according to the width, size and other features of the text area,
obtains candidate text areas and decomposes these areas into single text line using vertical and horizontal edge
detection. For Chinese texts, these two approaches are very effective, because Chinese has more and denser
edges and corners. However, when the size of the text is very big, the text appears similar to the texture, which
has rich corners and edges. When the parameters are adjusted to determine whether the texture with rich edges
and corners is non-text, large texts cannot be detected either.

3.4 Artificial neural network-based method
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Huiping Lid[21] from University of Maryland used 16 * 16 pixel block-based hybrid wavelet / neural
network segmentation method in the detection of video texts. First, they used Haar wavelet decomposition to
obtain the texture features of texts and non-texts (texts with very high wavelet coefficients in neighboring
areas of edges and corners, making the texts to be detected in high-frequency parts easily). Then they used 16
* 16 window to scan the whole image. Taking into account of speed and accuracy, they scanned every four
pixels and used 3-layer BP neural network as classifier to identify texts and non-texts. In order to resolve the
shortage of training samples, they used the bootstrap method proposed by Sung and Poggio[22] for the
training of a line of samples. Wernicke and Lienhat[17] also adopted bootstrap method in sample training. The
classifier used is a two feedforward neural network with the training cycles for classification and identification.
They used 20 * 10 window to scan the whole image from left to right and from top to bottom. Using neural
network method to classify pixels requires previous training with neutral network for images. For image of
relatively large size, although they don’t need to be scanned line by line, the training still takes quite a long
time, which is not satisfactory for real-time processing.

4. Conclusion
Apart from the above methods, Kwang In Kim [23] first used SVM for text location and extraction in
2000 and achieved achieved good results (Kwang In Kim and others also used SVM in face identification and
achieved good results). Jun and others[24] used grayscale image region technology to identify characters in
complex scenarios with an identification rate of 71.1%. In addition, a method to extract text in video is given
by Lyu and other researchers[25]. They have solved problem of different character size by multi-resolution
analysis. They also conducted similar positioning arithmetic disposal for images in different scales after multiresolution decomposition. In another words, they firstly applied a kind of improved Sobel operator to extract
edge, then they used approach of part self-adjustment stop value to transform edge image into binary image,
finally projection analysis was applied to conduct positioning of text region. Before conduct projection
analysis in candidate text area, Jie Xi and others[26] used mathematical morphological method to binary
expand the graph. Liang and other[27] used morphological method to extract text from regular background
image without causing any loss to character shape. Tan and others[28] used pyramid method to separate
characters from map, which is suitable for the field of GIs. Hwang[29] and others analyzed the reason that
characters are affected by noise disturbance in OCR, used wavelet analysis to extract characters and obtained
complete characters. Zhou and Lopresti[3] used genetic algorithm to extract texts from grayscale images.
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